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LA PALMA NIGHT SKY
AN INCREASE IN LIGHT POLLUTION

Description
This is a worrying report of an increase in light pollution in La Palma island night sky
using data obtained from a spectrograph over a two year period from 03/11/2007 to
21/07/2009 taken at the Tacande Observatory, La Palma.
The observatory coordinates are:
Lon: 17o 52’ 03.57’’ W
Lat: 28º 38’ 29.55” N
Height: 765 m.
Please note there’s a greater advantage in using a spectrograph instead of a conventional
photometer because it is possible to determine the source of the light pollution as well
as its intensity.

Method
The observatory is near to the town of El Paso, but is situated in the rural area of Tacande.
There are no neighbors nearby or street lights within at least 1 Km of the observatory.
Observations were made during dark nights, without moon, clouds or dust (calima)
present. The observations started at 2 AM.

Tacande Observatory
The spectrograms are a series of 15 minutes exposure and fall within the wave bands from
5030 to 6200 Angstroms. This is an interesting spectral zone because we can detect the
main cause of light pollution in the La Palma sky produced by sodium and mercury vapor
street lamps. Also the natural oxygen airglow can be seen. The wavelengths being:
Hg: 5461 Angstroms (mercury)
Na: 5890-5896 Angstroms (sodium)
OI (Airglow): 5577 Angstroms (oxygen)
Please note that all observations have been made using the same equipment and software
analysis. This is to ensure the trustworthiness and repeatability of the measurements.
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The telescope was pointed to a mountainous region east from the observatory at 45
degrees zenith distance (please see the above images)for avoid local contamination from
nearby light sources. The nearest towns (Las Breñas) in this direction is at about 8 Km. in a
straight line.

Instruments used to acquire the spectra
The telescope used in this report was a Cassegrain of 400 mm. aperture f/6.5 and a
spectrograph of the following characteristics:
Mean dispersion: 94.18 A/mm, 0.81 A/pixel
Diffraction grating: 1800 lp/mm
H-alpha resolution(R): 4900
Slit: 26 um
Useful bandwidth: 3702 – 7936A
Sector size: 613 Angstrom
CCD camera: MX716 (ICX429AL)

Telescope and spectrograph

Results
In the following drawings you will see the relative intensity (CCD counts vs.
wavelength). Please note that the line at 5461 Angstroms produced by the mercury
vapor street lamps (Hg) has been eradicated as a probable result of replacing such lamps
by low pressure sodium lamps (Na). This is a positive action and indeed a good new!
The natural oxygen airglow at 5577 Angstroms is little bit stronger due to starting of the
new solar cycle.

2007

Pollution: Hg 5461A
Airglow: O I 5577A

2007

Pollution: Na 5890-5896A

2009

Pollution: Na 5890-5896A

2009

Airglow: O I 5577ª
The very negative side is the big increase of 78% in the sodium intensity line pair at 5890
and 5896 Angstroms in just two years!

Comparing sodium relative intensity
The Canarian sky quality office “Oficina Técnica para la Protección de la Calidad del
Cielo” (OTPC) knows of this situation, but seems they can’t do anything because “The
community demands more light”.
The IAC, who one would think would be very concerned about the quality of the night
skies of La Palma, seem not to be worried about this problem because they say this
increase in sodium light pollution could be removed using filters. However, this is not the
ideal solution as its far better to reduce the light pollution at its source.

Conclusions
It is clear that the sky is not as dark as it was two years ago. However, the situation seem
not to be going to improve!
According to the La Palma urbanistic planning office (PIOLP), a new motorway
(autopista) has been approved to be built soon between the airport to Tazacorte harbor.
This will cross the entire island from east to west. The question here is why does a small
island with few cars and which was a declared a WORLD BIOSPHERE RESERVE in
2002 by UNESCO need a motorway in the first place?
Its hypocrisy to say La Palma is a World Biosphere Reserve and the cradle of the Starlight
Declaration of 2007 and yet we don’t protect our precious night sky as before?
The question is:
At which point will this increase of light pollution along with the PIOLP plans to
build the motorway go to before it is realized too late that the skies above La Palma
are no longer of good quality and will put in jeopardy current and future
astronomical projects and our dark sky heritage?
This problem has to be addressed now and not in the future when it will be too late!
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